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A B S T R A C T

Anophthalmia, characterized by the absence of an eye(s), is a rare major birth defect with a relatively un-
explored neuroanatomy. Longitudinal comparison of white matter development in an anophthalmic (AC) very
preterm (VPT) child with both binocular VPT and full-term (FT) children provides unique insights into early
neurodevelopment of the visual system. VPT-born neonates (< 32wks gestational age), including the infant with
unilateral anophthalmia, underwent neuroimaging every two years from birth until 8 years. DTI images
(N = 168) of the optic radiation (OR) and a control track, the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC), were
analysed. The diameter of the optic nerves (ON) were analysed using T1-weighted images. Significant group
differences in FA and AD were found bilaterally in the OR and PLIC. This extends the literature on altered white
matter development in VPT children, being the first longitudinal study showing stable group differences across
the 4, 6 and 8 year timepoints. AC showed greater deficits in FA and AD bilaterally, but recovered towards VPT
group means from 4 to 8 years-of-age. Complete lack of binocular input would be responsible for these early
deficits; compensatory mechanisms may facilitate structural improvement over time. AC’s ON exhibited sig-
nificant atrophy ipsilateral to the anophthalmic eye. Functionally, AC displayed normal visual acuity and form
perception, but naso-temporal bias in motion perception. Following these groups and AC longitudinally enabled
novel understanding of the joint influence of monocular vision and VPT birth on neurodevelopment.

1. Introduction

Patterns of white matter development in very preterm (VPT) chil-
dren are generally analogous to term-born populations, but with subtle
differences in growth and compromised microstructure that influence
long-term outcomes (Lebel et al., 2019; Young et al., 2017, Young et al.,
2019). Early exposure to the ex-utero environment can have negative
consequences for neural processes involved in white matter maturation
including apoptosis, synaptic pruning, axonal retraction and synapto-
genesis (Kostović and Jovanov-Milošević, 2006; Padilla et al., 2014).
Cortical connectivity and myelination are particularly vulnerable to
disruption (Pandit et al., 2013), as their development involves time and

region-specific processes that take place early in life. Generally, the
earlier a child is born, the greater the potential for decreases in cortical
and subcortical connectivity (Lebel et al., 2019).

Children born VPT are at particular risk for white matter injury
between 23 and 32 weeks gestational age (Back, 2017). White matter
injury can impact vulnerable cell populations, such as the pre-oligo-
dendrocytes, that are responsible for the pre-myelination of axons as
well as the early subplate neurons (Ferriero & Miller, 2010). Over the
course of development, downstream effects of white matter injury re-
sult in reduced myelination, cortical and subcortical development
(Volpe, 2009). White matter lesions tend to be concentrated in the
periventricular regions, followed by posterior and frontal regions (Guo
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et al., 2017). As the visual system traverses the entire brain from
anterior to posterior, higher incidences of impairment have been found
from eye to cortex in children born VPT compared to full term neonates,
independent of brain lesion and/or retinopathy of prematurity (ROP;
Bassi et al., 2008; Pavaine et al., 2016). These impairments may result
from a variety of factors, with previous research pointing to low birth
weight and preterm birth per se as possible culprits (Fielder and
Moseley, 2000; O'Connor et al., 2002; C. Kelly et al., 2014). O'Connor
et al. (2002) also found increased incidence of reduced visual function
and eye size. This last consequence could be particularly pertinent to a
severe ocular malformation that has yet to be examined in the context
of VPT birth: a rare congenital birth defect known as anophthalmia.

Characterized by the absence of one or both eyes, anophthalmia has
an incidence rate of ~ 3–14 in 100,000 births, with no known sex or
race differences (Källén et al., 1996). Other epidemiological risk factors
include low birth weight/gestational age, multiple births and maternal
age over 40 (Forrester and Merz, 2006; Verma and FitzPatrick, 2007).
The neurobiological mechanisms of this condition are contested; some
argue the condition results from abnormalities in optic vesicle and lens
placode formation between the 22nd to 27th days of gestation in hu-
mans (Koole et al., 1990). More recent research by FitzPatrick and
Heyningen (2005) suggests, however, the presence of optic nerves,
chiasm and/or tracts in patients with anophthalmia are evidence for the
regression of a partially developed eye, as opposed to aplasia of the
optic vesicle(s). Extraocular muscle insertion into what is possibly an
aborted eye observed in anophthalmic sockets further supports this
theory. Regardless of causation, there is complete lack of light or en-
dogenous firing input from the missing eye(s) to the visual system,
which would impact neural organization patterns in the brain (Verma
and FitzPatrick, 2007; Shiell, 2014).

To date, research on individuals with only one eye has focused on
the consequences of enucleation (removal of the eye(s)), usually due to
retinoblastoma, where the eye is removed typically in the first three
years of life (Budny and Grochowski, 2018; Gargallo et al., 2018). These
studies have shown early life enucleation to impact patterns of myeli-
nation and reduce axon density in the visual pathways in childhood
(Dunkley et al., 2019), which are sustained long-term (Kelly et al.,
2015; Wong et al., 2018). Overall degeneration of the anterior ipsi-
lateral visual system is apparent, but the aspects contralateral to the
enucleated eye are more severely impacted by the loss of binocular
vision (K. Kelly et al., 2014). Functionally, although enucleates show
deficits in form perception and motion processing, plasticity, neural
recruitment of resources to the remaining eye, and years of monocular
practice enable those with monocular vision to have relatively normal
vision (González et al., 2008).

Few studies have examined enucleation in children determining the
impact on brain development (Barb et al., 2011), and even less atten-
tion has been given to the neurodevelopment of those born without one

or both eyes. Furthermore, an extensive comparison of VPT and full-
term (FT) children holds potential for enhancing our understanding of
the ontogenetic consequences of VPT birth. Given the nature of an-
ophthalmia and a unique longitudinal dataset, this study used diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) to provide novel insights into the joint neuroa-
natomical impacts of VPT birth and exclusively monocular vision in a
VPT-born unilaterally anophthalmic child (AC) over the first eight years
of life, contextualized by VPT and FT peers and by AC’s functional
outcome. In AC’s case, absence of the right eye (and therefore binocular
visual input) was expected to catalyze asymmetrical development of the
visual system, with left-lateralized reductions in white matter devel-
opment due to the degree of decussation of optic nerve fibres in the
chiasm (Remington, 2012).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

One hundred and two VPT neonates (born < 32wks GA), including
one anophthalmic child (AC), were recruited from the neonatal in-
tensive care unit at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto as part of a
longitudinal study. Exclusion criteria for recruitment included known
major congenital or chromosomal abnormalities. The participants un-
derwent DTI scanning within two weeks of birth, and were invited back
for follow-up scanning at term-equivalent age, and at two, four, six and
eight years of age. Sixty-six FT control participants were recruited at
four, six or eight years of age and underwent DTI scanning, and were
invited back for follow-up scanning at the remaining time points. The
absence of any learning, language, neurological or developmental dis-
abilities was a requirement for the recruitment of the FT children.
Parents gave informed written consent, and children aged four years
and older gave informed verbal assent, according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. The research ethics board at the Hospital for Sick Children
approved the study protocol.

2.2. MRI acquisition

At birth and term-equivalent age, the VPT neonates were scanned
swaddled and naturally sleeping. A nurse administered a mild sedative
(chloral-hydrate) to the VPT children at the two-year point to assist
with obtaining sufficient quality data. At four, six and eight years of
age, data for both the VPT and FT children were acquired while
watching a movie or under natural sleep. The DTI acquisition protocols
at each time point can be found in Table 1. Sagittally-acquired T1-
weighted imaging data were also collected on AC at the two-, four-, six-
and eight-year time points; corresponding acquisition protocols can be
found in Supplemental Table 1.

Table 1
The DTI acquisition protocol at each time point.

DTI acquisition details Preterm Term 2 Year 4 Year 6 Year 8 Year

MRI scanner 1.5 T GE Signa
Excite HD

1.5 T GE Signa Excite
HD

1.5 T GE Signa Excite
HD

3 T Siemens
MAGNETOM Trio

3 T Siemens
MAGNETOM Trio

3 T Siemens MAGNETOM
PrismaFIT

Coil Neonatal head Neonatal head 12 channel head 12 channel head 12 channel head 12 channel head and neck
Sequence SE-EPI SE-EPI SE-EPI SE-EPI SE-EPI SE-EPI
b-value (s/mm2) 700 700 700 1000 1000 1000
# directions 15 15 15 60 60 30
# B0 volumes 3 3 3 8 8 6
TR/TE (s) 15/0.085 15/0.085 15/0.085 8.8/0.087 8.8/0.087 3.9/0.073
FOV (mm) 205 × 205 224 × 224 368 × 368 244 × 244 244 × 244 244 × 244
Resolution (mm) 0.8 × 0.8 0.88 × 0.88 1.44 × 1.44 2 × 2 2 × 2 2 × 2
# slices 49 47 60 70 70 70
Slice thickness (mm) 1.6 1.6 2.3 2 2 2
Collected (VPT:FT) 102:0 57:0 20:0 33:28 30:36 30:41

SE-EPI: spin-echo echo-planar imaging; TR: repetition time; TE: echo time; FOV: field of view; VPT: very preterm; FT: full-term
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2.3. Optic nerve diameters

To examine the anterior aspect of AC’s visual system at the two-, six-
and eight-year time points, the T1-weighted images were reoriented
using RadiAnt DICOM Viewer (RadiAnt, 2019) to ensure the optic
nerves (ONs) were observed in the same plane across scans. At each
time point, bilateral ON diameter measurements were obtained 0 mm,
3 mm and 7 mm posterior to the lamina cribrosa in the adjusted axial
and sagittal views. AC’s T1-w images from the preterm, term-equivalent
and 4-year timepoints had poorer image quality, making it difficult to
accurately measure the optic nerve diameters, and thus were not in-
cluded.

2.4. DTI processing

The DTI data were corrected for eddy current distortions and subject
movements by aligning each volume to a reference B0 volume and
correspondingly realigning the b-vectors using FMRIB’s Linear Image
Registration Tool (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002)
and custom scripts. Each dataset was visually inspected for volumes
corrupted by motion, which were excluded. Datasets with the number
of corrupted volumes exceeding a threshold were excluded from the
analysis: for the 15-direction datasets (obtained at birth, term-equiva-
lent, and two years of age), up to five volumes were excluded; for the
60-direction datasets (obtained at four and six years of age), up to 30
volumes were excluded; for the 30-direction dataset (obtained at eight
years of age), up to 10 volumes were excluded. The number of collected
versus final datasets at each time point can be found in Table 1.

The diffusion tensor was estimated using the Robust Estimation of
Tensors by Outlier Rejection (RESTORE) method (Chang et al., 2005)
and used to estimate fractional anisotropy (FA), radial diffusivity (RD),
axial diffusivity (AD) and mean diffusivity (MD) images for each da-
taset. For each of the birth, term and two-year-old time points, MICe-
build-model (Lerch et al., 2010) was used to non-linearly co-register the
FA images, creating an FA template. For each of the four-, six- and
eight-year-old time points, tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS;
Rueckert, 1999; Smith, 2002; Smith et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2006;
Andersson et al., 2007a,b) were used to align the FA images to the
MNI152 standard space template via the most representative image,
and the mean of all the aligned FA images was used as an FA template.
For each time-point, the generated transformations were also applied to
the RD, AD and MD images, aligning them into template space. Using
TBSS, the FA templates at each time point were thinned and thre-
sholded at FA > 0.2 to create an FA skeleton, representing a mask of
the centres of all white matter tracts. Each subject’s data (FA/MD/AD/
RD) in template space were then projected onto this skeleton.

The bilateral optic radiations (ORs) and posterior limbs of the in-
ternal capsule (PLICs) were manually delineated from each timepoint’s
FA template. The PLIC was chosen as a control tract, and since no
hemispheric differences were hypothesized, the PLIC masks were
combined across hemispheres. The identified tracts were masked with
the corresponding FA skeleton, resulting in masks representing the
centre of the left OR, right OR, and bilateral PLICs (Fig. 1). Mean FA,
RD, AD and MD values within each tract were extracted.

To ensure that significant effects in the subsequent statistical ana-
lyses using the DTI metrics were not being driven by differences in
acquisition protocols across the time points (see Table 1), a batch-effect
correction tool called ComBat (Johnson et al., 2007) was also used on
the FA, AD, RD and MD maps. ComBat was introduced as a non-para-
metric empirical Bayes framework for adjusting data for batch effects,
and has recently been reformatted and validated for use on maps of DTI
metrics (Fortin et al., 2017). Time points with the same acquisition
scanner, TR, TE, b-value and number of directions were interpreted as a
batch (thus three batches: the GA, term and two-year time points, the
four- and six-year time points, and the eight-year time point), and the
ComBat algorithm was run with age, group (VPT or FT) and sex as

covariates.

2.5. Statistics

At the four-, six- and eight-year old time points, differences in age
between the VPT and FT children were tested using Mann-Whitney U
tests (chosen due to the non-normality of the age distribution), while
Chi-squared tests were used to test for differences in sex ratio.

In each tract (left OR, right OR and bilateral PLIC), differences in
FA, RD, AD and MD between the VPT and FT children across age (the
four-, six- and eight-year time points) were investigated using linear
mixed effects models. In the models, each participant was modeled as a
random effect and age and sex were used as nuisance covariates. Within
each tract, resulting p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons
across the four DTI metrics using Bonferroni correction, with sig-
nificance held at pcorr < 0.05. To establish significant changes with age
in each tract for each DTI metric, linear mixed effects models were used
across all time points, controlling for group (VPT or FT) and sex, with
significance held at pcorr < 0.05. The analyses of the DTI metrics were
repeated for the ComBat-harmonized data.

2.6. Assessment of visual function

At 8 years of age, AC completed a 2-alternate forced choice (2AFC)
2-down 1-up interleaved staircase (at least 2 sessions), random-dot-ki-
nematogram (RDK) global motion procedure. In this test, participants
fixate a central crosshair, around which 100 dots are presented within a
5-degree aperture. Dot speed was set at 6 deg/s, with a dot density of
1.27 dot/deg2. Stimuli were generated using Psychkinematix software
(Beaudot, 2008). The standard Freiburg acuity and contrast sensitivity
tests (Bach, 2007) were also completed with AC.

2.7. Data availability statement

The data that support the findings of this study are available from
the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

3. Results

3.1. Participant characteristics

The demographics of the participants included in the analyses are
summarized in Table 2. AC is male and was born at a GA of 30.9 weeks.
The FT children were older than the VPT at the four-year-old time point
(U = 32.44, p = 1.23 × 10-8), but there were no significant differences
in age at the six- (U = 1.13, p = 0.29) or eight- (U = 1.51, p = 0.22)
year time points. There were no differences in sex ratio between the
VPT and FT children at the four- (χ2 = 58.00, p = 0.23), six-
(χ2 = 60.32, p = 0.39) or eight- (χ2 = 67.94, p = 0.34) year time
points.

3.2. Visual function and optic nerve development

Visual function of AC was within normal range for acuity and
contrast sensitivity, but he showed an asymmetry in motion perception
(reduced in nasal-moving RDK), with a ratio of only 0.28 (ideally
around 1 in the general population), which is consistent with studies on
enucleated patients (Kelly et al., 2013). AC’s ON diameter ipsilateral to
the missing eye exhibited significant anterograde degeneration, while
the diameter of the contralateral ON grew across all time points (Fig. 2).

3.3. Developmental trends in white matter

The mean FA, RD, AD and MD in the bilateral PLIC, left OR and
right OR in the VPT group, FT group, and AC can be seen in Fig. 3, and
the data are tabulated in Supplemental Tables 2-4. The VPT cohort
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showed reduced FA and AD bilaterally in the OR compared to the FT, as
well as left-lateralized increases in RD (Table 3). Significant reductions
in AD in the VPT compared to FT children were also found in the PLIC.
AC generally followed the developmental trends observed in his VPT
peers, but presented with greater OR reductions in FA and AD (Fig. 3).
Peak disparity between AC and the other cohorts was reached at 6 years
of age, however recovery towards group means was seen in AC between
6 and 8 years of age across both measures. Interestingly, FA in AC’s
PLIC trended within the higher range of both groups across all time
points. Across both groups, age was significantly positively correlated
with FA in the three tracts, while age was negatively correlated with
AD, RD and MD (Supplemental Table 5, Fig. 3). Corresponding results
for the ComBat-harmonized data are presented in Supplemental Fig. 1
and Supplemental Tables 6–7.

4. Discussion

Previous literature lacks an in-depth neurobiological analysis of
those with unilateral anophthalmia, as most animal and human studies
focus on binocular presentation of the condition (Halilbasic et al.,
2018). To our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the neuroa-
natomical development of an anophthalmic child within a longitudinal
timeframe. We are also the first to complement this case study with
comparative data to provide novel understanding of how both ex-
clusively monocular vision and VPT birth influence the maturation of
the visual system from preterm birth through to mid-childhood.
Broadly, our findings suggest that white matter development is com-
promised by preterm birth, which is consistent with previous DTI stu-
dies of preterm populations (Bassi et al., 2008; Padilla et al., 2014;
Pavaine et al., 2016; Young et al., 2017). Bilaterally reduced FA and
AD, along with left-laterally increased RD in the OR, reflect disruptions
in early life maturation processes. The anophthalmic child (AC) ex-
hibited further deficits across the same measures in the OR, but inter-
estingly, showed enhanced FA bilaterally in the PLIC across all time
points. When coupled with reductions in RD, as well as recovery

towards group means seen in the OR, these findings suggest that there
are compensatory mechanisms facilitating improvement in micro-
structural white matter development over time in AC. Regarding the
anterior visual system of AC, lack of visual input due to the missing
right eye would be responsible for atrophy of the ipsilateral optic nerve
(ON), in contrast to the growth exhibited in the contralateral ON over
time. It is important to note that all descriptions of the findings re-
garding AC are qualitative in nature, as no statistical analyses could be
conducted to quantitatively assess the differences between AC and the
two cohorts.

Overall, the VPT cohort, along with AC, had patterns of FA increases
and MD, RD and AD decreases across time points; a ubiquitous pattern
related to white matter development during childhood and adolescence
(Suzuki et al., 2003; Alexander et al., 2007; Lebel et al., 2019). The rate

Fig. 1. Axial slices of average FA templates with overlaid white matter skeletons and ROI masks (green: right PLIC, pink: left PLIC, red: right OR, blue: left OR) at
each sampled time point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Participant demographics.

Details Preterm Term 2 Year 4 Year 6 Year 8 Year

Final sample (Collected) VPT 75 (102) 39 (57) 18 (20) 31 (33) 30 (30) 30 (30)
FT 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 28 (28) 34 (36) 41 (41)

Median adjusted age(years; ± std.) VPT 0.64 ± 0.07 0.81 ± 0.04 2.86 ± 0.11 4.68 ± 0.18 7.04 ± 0.34 9.11 ± 0.56
FT – – – 5.32 ± 0.31 7.29 ± 0.60 9.29 ± 0.47

Sex (M:F) VPT 41:34 17:22 11:7 16:15 17:13 16:14
FT – – – 13:15 16:18 21:20

Mean GA(weeks;± std.) VPT 28.9 ± 1.7 29.0 ± 1.3 28.8 ± 1.8 28.5 ± 1.7 28.9 ± 1.4 28.8 ± 1.2
FT – – – 39.6 ± 1.0 39.2 ± 1.3 39.3 ± 1.3

GA-adjusted age (years) AC 0.75 0.86 2.90 4.62 6.87 8.71

N: Number of participants with usable DTI data; VPT: very preterm; FT: full-term; M: male; F: female; GA: gestational age; AC: anophthalmic child

Fig. 2. Bilateral optic nerve diameter measurements 0, 3 and 7 mm posterior to
the lamina cribrosa for the anophthalmic child at 2 (purple), 6 (green) and 8
(blue) years of age. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Mean measures of FA, MD, RD and AD in the bilateral PLIC, left OR, and right OR for the VPT cohort (orange), FT cohort (blue) and AC (yellow) across the six
time points. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Group differences in white matter development in the bilateral PLIC, left OR and right OR between the VPT and FT groups across age. Significant pcorr values (< 0.05)
are bolded.

ROI Metric Significant effect Parameter estimate(± std. error) t-statistic pcorr

PLIC FA – 6.22 × 10-3 ± 4.95 × 10-3 1.26 0.84
RD – 4.65 × 10-7 ± 5.17 × 10-6 0.09 1.00
AD FT > VPT 2.03 × 10-5 ± 0.73 × 10-5 2.79 0.02
MD – 5.99 × 10-6 ± 4.20 × 10-6 1.42 0.64

L OR FA FT > VPT 2.84 × 10-2 ± 0.67 × 10-2 4.23 1.43 × 10-4

RD FT < VPT 2.97 × 10-5 ± 0.82 × 10-5 3.61 1.56 × 10-3

AD FT > VPT 2.58 × 10-5 ± 0.98 × 10-5 2.63 0.04
MD – 1.03 × 10-5 ± 0.68 × 10-5 1.52 0.52

R OR FA FT > VPT 2.14 × 10-2 ± 0.68 × 10-2 3.17 0.01
RD – 1.84 × 10-5 ± 0.76 × 10-5 2.42 0.07
AD FT > VPT 3.44 × 10-5 ± 1.16 × 10-5 2.96 0.01
MD – 8.29 × 10-6 ± 6.31 × 10-6 0.13 1.00

PLIC: posterior limb of the internal capsule; OR: optic radiation; FA: fractional anisotropy; RD: radial diffusivity; AD: axial diffusivity; MD: mean diffusivity; FT: full-
term; VPT: very preterm
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of these widespread developmental changes in white matter are most
rapid during the first few years of life (1%/week during early infancy
and ~ 5–10%/year in early childhood), which explains the near-ex-
ponential increase in FA and decrease in MD/RD/AD between birth and
2 years of age in our VPT cohort and AC (McGraw et al., 2002; Hermoye
et al., 2006; Oishi et al., 2013). Accelerated rate of development be-
tween preterm birth and term-equivalent age indicates that time spent
in-utero is incredibly important for proper maturation of white matter
in early life (Qiu et al., 2015). Even within the first 2 years of life,
pervasive increases in axon diameter and myelination (Yakovlev and
Lecours, 1967; Lecours, 1989) are echoed in DTI metrics (Dubois et al.,
2014; Huang and Vasung, 2014; Lebel et al., 2019). Our findings of left-
lateralized increased RD and decreased AD (in the VPT OR and PLIC,
respectively, compared to FT controls) support other reports of hemi-
spheric asymmetry of age-related changes (Dubois et al., 2008;
Kasprian et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2012; Akazawa et al., 2016).

AC exhibited relatively high FA values in the PLIC, yet within the
range of the VPT cohort. Lower RD values were also seen within the
PLIC, suggesting that the higher FA was likely due to myelination. The
PLIC encompasses a heterogeneous group of sensorimotor white matter
tracts; the majority of the tract contains motor fibres from the cortical
spinal tract, while the remaining portion contains fibres involved in
sensory, vision and hearing (Sullivan et al., 2010). It is likely that the
trajectory of AC’s PLIC is primarily due to the development of motor or
other sensory inputs. It is also interesting to note that there was little
difference between the VPT group and the FT controls between 4 and
8 years of age, indicating similar development of the PLIC between the
two groups into mid-childhood.

Extending the studies in the literature of VPT children tested at
various ages and usually cross-sectionally, these current data demon-
strate that the VTP-FT group differences remain stable across the four,
six and eight-year time points. This reinforces the model that it is the
fact of being born early in the third trimester, a period critical for the
foundation of normal white matter maturation (Kostović and Jovanov-
Milošević, 2006), that underlies these long-lasting differences, not a
maturational lag. Although white matter development appears to
asymptote at around five years of age, evident in both the FT and VPT
cohorts of this study, considerable data show neurodevelopment con-
tinues past this stage, albeit at a slower rate (0.5%/year in late child-
hood and adolescence; Lebel et al., 2019). The VPT cohort followed the
general developmental trajectory seen in those born FT, but their FA
and AD measures trended significantly below those of the FT cohort in
both ORs; likely reflecting disrupted myelination and/or neural orga-
nization (Beaulieu and Allen, 1994; Harsan et al., 2006; Tyszka et al.,
2006). Myelin is known to modulate the amount and direction of ani-
sotropy within a given fibre bundle (Beaulieu and Allen, 1994), in-
dicating that reduced axon myelination may be partially responsible for
the FA differences seen in this cohort.

Additionally, early ex-utero environmental exposure may be im-
pacting axon membrane permeability, thereby reducing the density of
axonal packing and/or the coherence of axon orientations (Beaulieu,
2002; Song et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2006), all of which would be evident
in the AD measures of the white matter tracts. Importantly, despite
there being no evidence of catch-up in the VPT children in the DTI
metrics, the differences were not worsening either. This is critical, as
the cognitive and behavioural difficulties often worsen over school age
(e.g., Aarnoudse-Moens et al., 2012). This first report of longitudinal
DTI data from birth through toddlerhood and into mid-childhood in
VPT children, compared to FT controls, would suggest greater inter-
ventional support for these children, as the structural changes effected
very early in life are not worsening, thus the functions that they un-
derpin could be reinforced.

Although AC followed the developmental trend of the VPT cohort,
his left OR displayed emerging FA and AD differences at 4 years of age.
This change was in contrast with the trajectory of the right OR, which
displayed a developmental trajectory close to the other groups. The

mechanisms behind AC’s asymmetrical deficits are a complex impact of
his ocular malformation. When considered within the context of the
visual pathway, decussated visual input from the contralateral eye re-
presents more than 50% of input received by an OR (Petros et al.,
2008). Neither OR is receiving a complete picture: the right OR is
missing the small amount of ipsilateral visual stimulation, but the
anatomical consequences of this absence are not as drastic as those
resulting from missing contralateral input to AC’s left OR. The resulting
asymmetries in the ORs are greater than those seen in the VPT cohort,
indicating that preterm birth and a lack of binocular input are both
influencing the development of AC’s visual system. Recovery toward
group means in later time points, however, suggests the presence of
compensatory mechanisms, such as neural plasticity (Wong et al.,
2018), facilitating improvements in structural development over time.
This is in contrast to the lack of compensatory developmental catch-up
on the deficits attributable to being born VPT.

Similar patterns of compromised white matter microstructure in AC
are also seen in the OR of enucleates. Previous studies have found that
removal of an eye in early life is a causal factor in the observed later-
alized AD and FA reductions contralateral to the enucleated eye (Wong
et al., 2018; Dunkley et al., 2019). Physiologically, due to the corre-
spondingly greater number of crossed than uncrossed ganglion cell
axons in the visual system, the OR contralateral to the enucleated eye
has larger declines in innervation (K. Kelly et al., 2014; Dunkley et al.,
2019). Studies of anophthalmic neuroanatomy also revealed a sym-
metrical distribution of the remaining eye’s optic axons through the
chiasmatic pathways (Neveu et al., 2006), which, when coupled with
the results of our OR analysis, show the hemispheric projections from
AC’s remaining eye also follow normal patterns of decussation.

Investigation of AC’s anterior visual system over time showed sig-
nificant decreases in ON diameter ipsilateral to the missing eye, along
with growth of the contralateral ON of the remaining eye. These
asymmetries were expected, as the lack of the eye and the corre-
sponding visual stimulation would be responsible for the observed
atrophy. A previous study on early monocular enucleates in adulthood
has seen similar asymmetries in the ONs; K. Kelly et al. (2014) found
diameter measurements of early monocular enucleates to be larger than
those seen in our AC; however, their report of a relationship between
age at enucleation and smaller ON morphology, along with normative
paediatric data from Al-Haddad et al. (2018), provide context for the
greater decreases in ON width in AC’s childhood. These differences
highlight the distinction between the developmental impacts of early
eye removal, as opposed to a lack of development in the first place.

Functionally, AC performed within normal range across most visual
assessment measures (acuity and contrast sensitivity), only showing
deficits in temporalward motion perception. Behavioural data from
Reed et al. (1991) found this same nasalward motion bias in enucleates.
The physiological explanations suggest that crossed nasal fibres may be
recruiting geniculate cells associated with the enucleated eye, which
results in the cortical space having higher levels of innervation from the
remaining eye (Rakic, 1981; González et al., 2008; K. Kelly et al., 2014).
A lifetime’s worth of monocular practice and no binocular inhibitory
interactions would also contribute to these anatomical changes and
their consequences for symmetrical motion perception (González et al.,
2008). AC from our study presents with an even greater naso-temporal
asymmetry than the sampled enucleates, suggesting that this biological
phenomenon is more pronounced in those with anophthalmia.

4.1. Limitations

Possible limitations of this study include changes in diffusion pro-
tocol between time points; the number of directions acquired using a
3 T scanner from four-years onwards was greater than that obtained
from GA to two years of age on a 1.5 T scanner (60 direction vs. 15
direction). Therefore, the data collected during the later timepoints
may be more reliable. Also, retention of subjects past the initial
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recruitment scan proved challenging, especially at the two-year time
point when there was a need for sedation of participants to obtain clean
scans during image acquisition.

4.2. Conclusion

Our longitudinal examination of children born VPT, FT and an an-
ophthalmic child provided a uniquely contextualized understanding of
the influence VPT birth and exclusively monocular vision have on both
structural and functional neurodevelopmental outcomes. The observed
trends in DTI metrics reflected the underlying compromised white
matter microstructure in the visual systems of both binocular and the
anophthalmic VPT-born children. Additionally, the asymmetrical de-
velopment in the anterior aspect of the anophthalmic child’s visual
system would have been an influential factor in the asymmetries of
white matter maturation in his optic radiations. By extending the work
of Young et al. (2017), as well as including normative subjects and an
anophthalmic preterm child, we had the exceptional opportunity to
offer seminal knowledge of plausible determinants of white matter
maturation in those born preterm and/or without an eye.
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